If M is a module over a ring S, we denote by ds(M) the projective dimension of M as an 5-module, and by gl.d.(S) the global dimension of S; i.e., the sup of ds(M) as M runs over all left 5-modules [2, VI ] .
Let 5 be a commutative ring with identity element 1, and let F be a subring of 5 containing 1. Let T be the left i?-module of all F-derivations of S. T may be regarded as a Lie algebra over F in the natural fashion. Regarding S as an abelian Lie algebra over F, we construct a Lie algebra L over F, containing 5 as an ideal and T as a subalgebra, by letting L be the semidirect sum 5+7", the commutation being given by [ Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of L, and denote the canonical injection of L into U by x-*x'. Let I he the ideal of L'U generated by the elements r'x' -(rx)', with r in 5 and x in L. Put V=L'U/I.
To each element of V there corresponds a differential operator on R in the natural fashion, and 5 thus becomes a F-module. The /""-algebra F has been used by Hochschild, Kostant and Rosenberg for the theory of the differential forms on S. They have shown [4] that if F is a perfect field and 5 is a regular affine F-algebra of Krull dimension n, dr(S)=n and gl.d.(F)=2«.
We are chiefly concerned here with the problem of the precise determination of the global dimension of Fin the simplest nontrivial case, where 5=/,,[yi, ■ ■ • , yn] is the polynomial algebra in n variables over an arbitrary field F. In this case, T is a free S-module on n generators, the partial differentiations with respect to the variables. From this it is easily seen that F may be identified with (S® fS)/J, J being the ideal generated by the elements yi®yj -y¡®yi -hij 1®1, where 6,-y is the Kronecker delta. Writing Xi for yt®l and y i for l®yi, we have V=Rn = F\yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn]{xi, • ■ • , x"}, with x&i-x&i and Xiyj-yjXi = hij. we have hEh+i.
Hence gk+i(y) divides gk(y). Therefore, for some sufficiently large m, gk(y)=gm(y) for every k^m. Hence, by (4), we can choose 6k = xk~m6m, for every k^m. Then, by (3), 2. Now we turn to the question of the global dimension of Rn. Proposition 1. Let R* be the opposite algebra of R. Then dR®R*(R) = 2.
Proof. As an i?<g>i?*-module, R is isomorphic to R®R*/K, where K is the ideal generated by x®l -l®x* and y®l -l<8>y*. It is sufficient to verify that these two elements form an "i£®i?*-sequence" in the sense that they commute with each other and that the only left multiples of one lying in the left ideal generated by the other are multiples by an element in that ideal; for then a standard resolution due to Koszul shows that dR®R*(R) = 2 [2, VIII, 4.2]. But we can define an F-isomorphism between R2 and R ®R* by Xi-»x <g> 1 -1 ®x*, x2-»l®x*, yi->y®l, y2->y®l -l(g>y*, and it is easily seen that xi of Jk+i-Since R is noetherian, X0 and Xi can be chosen to be finitely generated. Let E be i?-free. Then since by (9) the map Hom(X0, R) -»Hom^i, R) is surjective, it is easily seen that Hom(X0, E) ->Hom(Xi, E) is also surjective; i.e., (11) Ext'CA+i, E) = (0). 
